I argue that library research should be conceived as a particular kind of research system, in contrast to more familiar systems like standard social scientific research (SSSR). Unlike SSSR, library research is based on nonelicited sources, recursively used and multiply ordered. It employs the associative algorithms of reading and browsing as opposed to the measurement algorithms of SSSR. Unlike SSSR it is non-standardized, non-sequential, and artisanally organized, deriving crucial power from multitasking. Taken together, these facts imply that as a larger structure library research has a neural net architecture as opposed to the von Neumann architecture of SSSR.
together, these facts imply that as a larger structure library research has a neural net architecture as opposed to the von Neumann architecture of SSSR.
This architecture is probably optimal given library research's chief aim, which is less finding truth than filling a space of possible interpretations.
From these various considerations it follows that faster is not necessarily better in library research, with obvious implications for library technologization. Other implications of this computational theory of library research are also explored.
Among the most important questions raised by the current revolution in libraries is that of the effect of the various new library technologies on library scholarship as a whole. Surprisingly, there is no serious theoretical reflection on this topic. Most writers focus their attention only on the new techniques themselves: the research tasks that are newly possible or that can now be accomplished faster than ever before. No one asks whether there are sound theoretical reasons for thinking that faster is better or that the newly possible work will lead to improvement in library-based scholarship as a whole.
Indeed, library-based scholarship as an overall enterprise has seen relatively little study. There is serious empirical study of various search strategies. There is a good deal of writing about digital library research and about teaching various populations of non-scholars how to do library research.
There are occasional articles studying the research habits of individual scholars in the library-based disciplines. But there is nothing -in the library literature at least -about how library scholarship works as a corporate enterprise, much less about the possible overall effects of the revolution in academic libraries on that enterprise. (FN 1) Nor is there much written by academics in the fields most affected by that revolution. There are library research how-to manuals for graduate students in scattered fields, a fact that indicates that humanists as well as some social scientists do sometimes teach library research to their graduate students, introducing them to the critical reading of sources and to the major bibliographical and archival guides for their fields. But seasoned library researchers do not seem to write much about library research methods in general. There are no books on cutting edge library methodology, no equivalents to journals like Sociological Methods and Research or The Journal of Economic Methodology where quantitative social scientists present their latest techniques. Of the 45 articles in JSTOR's 71-journal history collection whose abstracts contain the word "library" or "libraries," none is about the practice of library research. Lest it be thought that "library" is too general a term, there are only eight articles in the JSTOR history collection with the word "bibliography" in their abstracts, and only nine with both the words "reading" and "sources." None of these articles is explicitly about the creating of a bibliography or the reading of sources.
In part, this lack of attention may reflect the belief of historians, musicologists, literature professors, and the other library-based scholars that the more global parts of library "methodology" -how to assemble sources, how to maintain records and files, how to assess which areas of a project need further library work -are not really "library research" proper. These other things are taught in seminars and in direct supervision of dissertations, and perhaps don't seem belong to the library per se. But given the importance of libraries to these disciplines, it is still striking that there is nowhere in them a body of theoretical or even empirical speculation about the nature of the library-based scholarship as a general social form.
As for the sociologists, whose business it is to study such social forms, they too have said little. The sociologists of science have been almost completely preoccupied with the natural sciences and their laboratories, ignoring even the social sciences, much less the humanities. Looking at sociology more broadly, the 56 articles in JSTOR's sociology section that have the words "library" or "libraries" in their abstracts include none that is about what we might call the sociology of advanced library research. There is simply no sociological writing on the topic. (FN 2) This extraordinary disattention to the theory and practice of library research is all the more surprising given that there are quite a few theoretical reasons for expecting the present revolution in libraries to have very powerful effects on the scholarship accomplished in and through libraries. For one thing, electronic consortia like JSTOR have brought to nonelite universities vast holdings that used to be the privilege of the elite, a development that could raise or lower the average level of scholarship depending on our assumptions about the impact of an individual researcher's quality on his output. For another, the vast increase of easily indentifiable and retrievable material has swelled reference and citation lists, possibly making it much harder to reach consensus in subfields. For yet another, the huge decline in the cost of accessing materials has probably meant -on a simple two-factor production model -that today's scholars spend more time accessing scholarship and less time reading it than did their predecessors, a change that could easily lead to declines in overall scholarly quality. One could develop many such arguments.
Evaluating these hypotheses, however, is a difficult matter. First of all, we lack an agreed-upon outcome variable. What exactly do we mean by good scholarship overall? Most measures of scholarly productivity at the individual level boil down to bean-counting, either of publication or of citations, and no one with in-depth knowledge of any substantive field thinks that either of these measures has much concept validity. But even if we were to have a valid outcome variable, we don't really have a theory of how advanced library research actually works. Yet such a theory is required if we are to make predictions about how changes in library technologies might actually affect scholarship overall. We do, to be sure, have some ideas about what scholars do in libraries as individual users. But we don't have a theory of how those activities are tied together to make a successful scholarly community. Most of the models for such processes, again, concern the natural sciences, where the Popperian, Kuhnian, and other models are familiar.
In short, there is no truly formal or theoretical consideration of library research as an enterprise, and, consequently, no sound basis on which to form a view of whether the current transformation of libraries is good or bad for scholarship. In this paper, I will undertake the first task in order to draw some conclusions about the second. I begin with a brief sketch of standard social scientific methods. By first discussing a reasonably wellknown and well-thought-through system of research, I hope to establish what are the parts of a research system and what are the parameters that determine its functioning. With that framework in hand, I then turn to library research, which I define largely through its contrasts with this other, more familiar body of knowledge procedures, showing how it differs in sources, practices, structures, and aims. This discussion culminates in the argument that the two sets of research practices represent different forms of computation. By pursuing this metaphor, I move the discussion onto neutral grounds in order to escape the usual polemics about libraries. The paper closes by drawing out the implications of the computational theory of library research for the future of both library research and library policy.
A word of definition and clarification is useful before beginning. By the phrase "library research," I do not refer to all usage of the library, but only to advanced scholarly usage. Undergraduates may be the most common users of the library because of their huge numbers, but they do not need the immense holdings characteristic of scholarly libraries. And within "advanced scholarly usage," I am referring only to those branches of scholarship whose principal mode of production has been the use of library materials. I am thus talking for the most part about the humanities and the humanistic social sciences: scholars of the various languages and literatures, historians, musicologists, art historians, philosophers, and members of those branches of sociology, anthropology, and political science that draw heavily on library data (historical sociology, for example.) Of course scientists use libraries. But their main mode of production is not library research. I am here interested only in those branches of scholarship that rely heavily on libraries for their "data" itself.
Because there is so little prior work, there is no way to avoid confusing the empirical and the normative in what follows. In part, this is a confusion inevitable in any writing about methods. We would not describe standard social scientific methods purely in terms of what social scientists do in practice, but rather in terms of what they ought to do in theory. At the same time, those of us who teach those methods know that in practice we have to teach our students not only precepts about what a good methodologist ought to do in the abstract, but also empirical rules of thumb that can guide their everyday practice. For library research, we lack the abstract precepts, making do at best with the empirical rules of thumb, and in most cases lacking even those:
How big a bibliography is big enough, for example? Indeed, one way of understanding what I am doing is to say that I am trying to provide the prescriptive theory -the "ought" theory -of library research by trying to theorize what library research actually "does," i.e., what it ought to do when it is -empirically-being a best version of itself. This may be confusing at times, but it is an inevitable concomitant of the early stages of inquiry.
Standard Social Science Methods
Let me begin by sketching a better-theorized body of research method, one that can serve as a foil against which to develop my concept of library research. I shall use standard social scientific methods for this purpose. Of course the picture I draw here will be stark and unnuanced. But that is another price of thinking theoretically, at least at the ouset. By standard research or standard methods I mean here methods as understood within the broad range of the quantitative social sciences. I will cover the basics of these research methods under three headings: Sources, Practices, and Structures.
To begin with sources. Standard social science elicits its data. This elicitation can be by surveys or by interviews. It is most often active elicitation, although much social science is built on data that is either collected on a routine basis (like census data) or simply passively piled up as a part of record-keeping for commercial or other purposes. Data that is actively elicited is standardized and formalized in various ways: it can be selected according to the rules of sampling, for example, and it can be precoded via forced choice instruments. After "cleaning," it can be used directly or further aggregated via data reduction techniques like factor analysis and clustering.
These gathered and prepared sources are then subject to the various practices of research. The data are first translated in terms of a set of concepts and measures, which have usually, indeed, governed much of the process of elicitation. These concepts and measures are typically widely shared across a literature, like the notion of stress in studies of social support or like the use of years-in-school as a variable to indicate education. Substantial subliteratures form around the task of improving these concepts and measures, an improvement that may mean better stability over time, or better portability across datasets, or greater plausibility in terms of theory.
Once couched in terms of shared concepts and indicators, the translated source data -which has now been redacted into variables -becomes subject to various methodologies. The majority of these methodologies in social science have the aim of expressing some one (dependent) variable as a function of the rest (independent variables), typically as a linear combination of them. The choice of methodology is to some extent determined by the nature of the dependent variable, although, conversely, that variable can usually be transformed to fit a preferred methodology -dichotomized, categorized, logittransformed, and so on. These methodologies are for the most part completely routinized recipes for analysis; one "writes a model," puts the data in, and results come out. But all the same there is plenty of room for modifying these recipes through the handling of the various challenges that data always present to the stringent assumptions of the statistical techniques. Seemingly mechanical in theory, these methodologies nonetheless require a subtle and artful hand in practice.
The underlying logic of all of these practices -loosely but nonetheless strongly held by most people working in standard social science research -is a modified version of the Popperian model of conjectures and refutations (1962) . The scholarly intervention is regarded as making a plausible conjecture about the way the world is and then evaluating it against data. If the conjecture is not rejected, then because of its theoretical plausibility it can be added to and possibly reconciled with our stock of conjectures to this point. In a loose sense, that is, the basis of standard social scientific methods is about a correspondence between our model of the world (that a group of independent variables determine a dependent one in a certain way) and the way the numbers fall out in practice.
Adding a conjecture to our stock of conjectures is often a simple matter: The first larger structure of standard research is the enormous corpus of data -both formally elicited and passively collected -that the social sciences have used over the years. Much of this is collected in places like the census, the Inter-University Consortium for Political and Social Research (ICPSR) and the National Opinion Research Center (NORC) that maintain data archives. Other data remains in researchers' papers. Sometimes data is published in one form or another, print or on-line. What is important for our present purposes is that in the main this corpus of data is not really systematized and ordered; there is no quantitative equivalent to the historians' National Union Catalogue of Manuscript Collections, for example.
The main characteristic of the larger data structure of social science is this unordered, unsystematized quality. It is just a vast pile of used datasets.
(FN 3)
A second structural quality of the standard research world is specialization and division of labor. Division of labor can obtain at the level of the project; there can be interviewers and coders and analysts and PIs. But it can also obtain at the level of the discipline. There are specialists in sampling and in particular quantitative methodologies as there are specialists in this or that research area. This is an obvious fact and requires no further comment.
A third structural quality of standard research is that it is to a considerable extent characterized by a sequential logic. Things have to happen in a certain order. You gather data before you analyze it. You validate your measures before you apply them. You select data with a certain question in mind. Beyond the level of the project, this sequentiality continues. Broad propositions tend to be succeeded by more specific and limited ones. Subparts of large questions must be resolved before attacks on the large questions can produce credible results. To be sure, quantitative social science as a general enterprise is typically advancing on many fronts at once. But within particular research traditions, a sequential logic usually applies, as we see from the common belief in cumulativity. In any specific literature of standard research, early pieces are felt to be less specified, less methodologically careful, less definite. Later results are more specific, more rigorous, more defined. Within such traditions, indeed, later studies often self-consciously replicate earlier studies, even while extending or specifying them.
The final quality of standard research taken as a structure is its organization around a search for truth. As I noted earlier, "truth" here means in practice a correspondence between the way we predict the numbers to be, given our theoretical ideas, and the way the numbers actually are when we have gone out and measured the world. This means that standard research is ultimately a form of prediction and search. The truth is thought to be out there in the real world (a, b, and c cause x), and our model is a hypothesis about what that truth is (maybe we think b and c cause x). We measure reality according to our model, and then reality tells us whether we found the truth or not (in this case, that we are a little off in our guess about where truth is.)
Standard methods are thus ultimately a formalized version of blindman's bluff; we make educated guesses about where the truth is and then get told whether our guesses are right or wrong. Fundamental to this game is our belief that the truth is somewhere out there in the world to be discovered. There is a "true state of affairs." Our inability to find it may be a problem, but the true state of affairs exists and can in principle be found.
One can disagree with various parts of this picture and certainly one could make it much more precise. But overall it is an acceptable thumbnail sketch of how standard research operates in practice in the social sciences.
Let me summarize it quickly. The sources of standard research works lie most often in actively elicited data, which is often standardized or concatenated in the process of being collected. The practices of standard research begin with the application of measures and terminologies that are standardized, widely shared (or at least in principle sharable), and usually fairly rigid and specified. They then continue with the application of routine methodological recipes that evaluate the conjectures of researchers by comparing them to the state of the real world. The recipes either accept or reject the conjectures. The larger structures of this standard research world comprise first the enormous collection of used data, which is not particularly systematized or ordered. They comprise second the qualities of sequentiality and division of labor. And they comprise third an overall organization of research around the search for a true state of affairs, which is taken to be "out there" in the real world, but possibly very difficult to find.
II Library Research
Let me now turn to a similar analysis of library research. As I noted earlier, this is a much less organized and defined system of materials and practices. But we can characterize library research by looking again at sources, practices, and structures, using the sketch just given of standard methods as a guide to the analysis. If as a result library research seems a little too perfectly opposed to what I have called standard research, we can regard that as a heightening of differences for ease of comprehension, not as a claim that some awful chasm divides the two. In fact, they interpenetrate considerably. (FN 4) Note, finally, that it should be recalled from the introduction that the phrase "library research" means use of library materials by expert scholars and in particular by scholars in those disciplines for which use of library materials is the primary mode of intellectual production -historians, professors of literature, and so on.
The differences start at the beginning, with sources. Library research uses not elicted data, but recorded data -things in libraries. Some of this is passive records of the kind we have earlier seen: routine census data or annual reports of companies, governments, and other organizations. But much of it is author-produced primary material of various types -novels, autobiographies, religious tracts, philosophical discourses, films, travelogues, ethnographic reports, and so on. What is important about all of this primary material is that it was not elicited by the researcher. It is simply there -created by its authors or originators and deposited one way or another in the library. In this sense, the only analogous material in standard research is passively collected quantitative data.
But this recorded primary material is only part of the data for library research. An immense portion of the sources of library research consists of prior library research (and indeed prior non-library research as well).
Moreover, library research uses this prior work in a very different way than does standard research. In standard research, previous work is of interest largely for its output -the conjectures that it authorized or rejected. In library research, prior research is used for all sorts of things in addition to its output. Indeed, it is often ground up into pieces: its primary data can be redefined and reused, its interpretations can be stolen and metamorphosed, its priorities deformed and redirected, its argument ransacked for irrelevancies that are changed into major new positions. Although it is by custom called "secondary material," the prior work recorded in the library is to all intents and purposes yet another form of primary data. We can label this peculiar and intensive use of prior research with a word from computer science. Library research, we can say, is recursive; it can operate on itself.
So the sources of library research are quite different from those of standard research: they are not elicited by researchers and they are, in the sense just defined, to a considerable extent recursive. Moreoever, the vast corpus of stuff that makes up the data of library researchers is ordered in a number of important ways. It is classified -not only by its author and publisher and date and other facts of provenance, but above all by its subject headings and, in particular, by the most important of these, the call number that gives it a physical location. Unlike the data of the standard researchers, the data of the library researcher is embodied in physical artifacts, a fact I shall return to below. (This is of course changing at the moment, but we are considering the system as it has evolved to the present.) In summary, the sources of library research consist of recorded materials, which include prior library research (which thus can be used recursively), and which are ordered by a large number of multiple and crosscutting indexes that govern myriads of subsets of their contents. It helps to have a simple term to refer to library materials: I shall call them "texts."
With these texts, library researchers undertake quite different practices than do their standard researcher colleagues. In the first place, library researchers to a great extent lack the well-defined and widely shared concepts The chief practices of library scholars with texts are reading and browsing. It is these that are in fact the analogue of the standard researchers' measurement, since it is by reading and browsing that library research scholars extract what they want from texts. By pointing to reading and browsing as methodologies, I want to make them unfamiliar, less taken for granted. We need to see the exact analogy between a standard researcher who "measures" the social world using a fairly limited vocabulary of shared concepts and indicators, and a library researcher who browses or reads a text using his or her own -and possibly idiosyncratic -interpretive armamentarium.
In order to understand reading and browsing as the analogues of the measurement and methodology of standard research, it is useful to borrow language from computer science. Measurement, in computer science terms, employs a fairly simple algorithm. A measurement algorithm takes social reality as input and returns a number or category. The shared -or at least in-principle sharable -nature of the algorithm means that its output is independent of who runs it.
Browsing and reading constitute this kind of "measurement" only in a very limited sense. To the extent that we think of a text as having a single fixed meaning, invariant with respect to any differences in the readers, reading the text should return that meaning. In such a case we could think of reading as pure measurement. But texts that have such fixed meaning almost never occur in natural language; they can exist only in things like computer programming that have perfectly controlled vocabulary and syntax. Most texts have multiple and ambiguous meanings, and no texts outside controlled languages have meanings that are invariant with respect to readers.
Reading and browsing -the two are simply different levels of the same thing -thus belong to a different family of algorithms than measurement. They are association algorithms, in which input is taken from text and combined with internal data to produce an output. They are thus inherently nonreplicable because of their dependence on data internal to the reader or browser. A useful way of imagining this is to think about the book-reader technology as compared with the site-surfer technology. In the site-surfer technology, hyperlinks are hard-coded into the page and direct every reader to specific preconnected pages. In the book-reader technology, hyper-links are generated dynamically in the act of reading. They arise by the conjunction of knowledge in the mind of the reader with meanings in the body of the text. Such a system is obviously intensely dependent on the richness of prior knowledge in the minds of readers. And although we can, through things like general examinations, force a certain level of basic background knowledge into the minds of young scholar readers, there will still remain quite large random differences in this background knowledge even between fairly closely comparable scholars. And consequently there will be substantial variation in the outputs of the reading process even between two such scholars. Reading is thus profoundly different from measurement as a research practice, since the latter has replicability as one of its most important qualities.
One can "read" with differing levels of attention to detail. Skimming is what we call reading when we pay very little attention to detail. Browsing is what we call reading when we disregard not so much the details of a text as its composed order. Browsing is an association algorithm that ignores the continuous order of the text or, more commonly, that is applied to things that are not continuous composed texts in the first place but that have other kinds of order built into them. One can browse a continous text by flipping through it here and there, but one more often browses things that have an order that is not through-composition. One browses an index or a bibliography, which is ordered alphabetically by main topic and/or author. Or one browses a handbook or other reference work, which is ordered by main topics in some structural or functional relation to one another. Or one browses a shelf, which is ordered by call number. In each case, that is, browsing brings together a prepared mind and a highly ordered source that is (usually) not a continuous text.
To some extent, browsing is analogous to what are called hashing algorithms in searching systems; it takes large blocks of material and disregards or inspects them on the basis of simple data checks. At other times, browsing operates via simple association of random elements in the object browsed with random elements in the reader's mind. Each random connection is associated with a probability that it will be useful, and those above a certain level are retained. What is central to all forms of browsing is thus the coming together of a highly organized but not necessarily continuous source object with an equally highly (but quite differently) organized mind. From this is expected to emerge a substantial collection of productive but random combinations.
As I have noted, the role of internal knowledge in reading and browsing implies a crucial difference from the measurement that is their equivalent in standard methodology; they are not replicable. Two readers don't get quite the same output from reading a book, and there is no real attempt in library research fields to correct this by improving measures, controlling terminologies, and so on. There is thus no real equality between an English professor presenting a reading of a novel to a class and a sociology professor discussing quantitative indicators of education. The second is interested in and hopes to produce replicability. The first regards replicability as both unachievable and undesirable.
Another, equally important difference between the "methods" of library research and those of standard research is that the former lack sequentiality. Even at the single text level, library researchers read straight through only rarely. While some library researchers read background sources straight through at the beginning of a project, it is much more common for a project to begin out of a variety of types of sources of varying levels of detail and relevance, which have been read in no particular order. There is no equivalent in a library research project to the Idea-Question-Data-Method-Result sequence of the standard research program. To be sure, even the latter is in practice something of a rationalization after the fact, but in library research there is no attempt to create even such an imposed, retrospective order. The quick answer is that there is no such analogue. There is no family of fixed recipes by which library scholars produce their final output. We can at best give a general name to the process by which library researchers assemble their various materials into written texts. I shall give that process the label of "colligation," a term of William Whewell's. It denotes the inductive assemblage of a set of facts under a general conception of some kind. A classic example is Jacob Burckhardt's colligation of the various changes in thirteenth century Italian city states under the heading of Renaissance.
Whewell famously attempted a general theory of such induction, but it has had few followers and no successors. (FN 6) Indeed, much of nineteenth century German historiography aspired to a quite different theory of historical writing. According to Ranke's celebrated dictum, history was a matter of search and discovery, a finding out of what had actually happened -wie es eigentlich gewesen. This is exactly the model of standard research discussed earlier.
But if we list the kinds of colligations that are legitimate products of library research, we see at once that the practice of library researchers for the last century has followed Whewell rather than Ranke: the pursuit of a findable and fixed truth is not an accurate summary of or model for professional history or for any other of the library research disciplines. To be sure, one body of legitimate library research consists of what I will call Rankean investigations: investigations aiming to exploit new primary sources and to add to our collection of known -that is, ordered and located -facts.
An example would be a family reconstruction study of a particular English village. A much larger second class of work is the rewriting or remaking of past colligations into newer shapes conforming to the ever-changing cultural norms and questions of the present. Ranke himself provides an example; he rewrote the earlier historiography of the Middle Ages as Marc Bloch was to rewrite him, Georges Duby to rewrite Bloch, and so on. Often such works rest on Rankean investigations, but they put those new facts to even newer uses. A third and even more adventurous class of work undertakes not reinterpretation but whole new colligations, pulling together old facts and interpretations into whole new "things." We see this in the rapid development of the concept of "women writers" over the last thirty years, which has driven not only reinterpretations of canonical writers like George Eliot and Edith Wharton, but also has led to Rankean investigations into writers hitherto ignored like Mary Webb and Charlotte Yonge.
It is to be sure no news to anyone that there are not formal recipes for producing these three kinds of colligations: Rankean investigations, reinterpretations, and recolligations. There are not even clear genres for writing them: within history, for example, one can think of narratives that fall in all three of these classes. The same is true of biographies and quantitative works on historical topics. Nor is it clear that there is anything that corresponds to the conjectures and refutations logic underlying standard methods. There is a loose sense that library-based works should be organized around questions, but those questions can take many forms. It is perhaps better to say that there is a taste in library-based work, a taste for reinterpretation that is clever and insightful but at the same time founded in evidence and argument. I shall return to this problem of the criteria for successful colligation below. portion of it may be optimizing the search for a truth that is assumed to be out there in the world but hidden by misinformation and randomness, the rest of it is doing something quite different.
There is a concept in computation for that kind of a computing architecture -the concept of a neural net. And once we recognize that library research as traditionally practiced has a neural net architecture, we are suddenly on very new ground. For one thing, this means that contrary to widely-held views, library research is every bit as solid and "technological" a research system as is standard research. Neural nets are quite capable of performing all the basic tasks we expect computers to perform: most notably, they can remember and converge on and hence possibly discover patterns. You don't need an elaborate structure to discover truth; you don't need accepted terms, conventional measures, and stable, recipe-based methodologies. You can do without sequentiality and -by implication -even cumulation altogether.
You just need the right input-output weighting patterns for the individual non-sequential processors, dispensing thereby with common definitions and variables system-wide. And you need to strongly prepare the artisan/processors, loading them up with the stuff that will make all the materials they read come alive with blue hyperlinks.
So the first basic conclusion about library research is this. It is not a low tech system designed for people who can't think rigorously. It's actually a quite high-tech computational architecture that relies heavily on well trained individuals. That they work in what seem like random ways and random orders on the stack of prior knowledge and interpretations is just part of the architecture; it's not a desperate intellectual problem. You don't need replicability and cumulation and all that other apparatus of discovery. You need well-trained scholars, a strongly ordered stack of material, and a willingness to tolerate randomness.
The main structural quality of library research is therefore parallelism.
And, as I have just noted, a parallel architecture can produce patterns as effectively as a sequential, von Neumann one. But can we say that the aim of library research is, in the last analysis, to search for a truth out there in the world, as is the case with the standard research system? Other than for the "Rankean investigations" part of the library research system, I think the answer to this question is no, and that the real reason for the difference between the architectures of standard and library research is that the library research system does not really aim at the search for search for a truth out there in the world, but at something quite different. This in turn will mean that optimizing the library research system is not the same as optimizing the standard research system, and in particular that making the library research system "more efficient" will not necessarily improve its overall ability to do what we want it to do.
In general, the disciplines that sustain library research as their primary mode of research are not fields that are organized around the pursuit of a truth to which one comes closer and closer. The universe of possible interpretations of Pride and Prejudice is in principle infinite, as is even the universe of possible interpretations of Jane Austen as a biographical human being, even if the date when Jane Austen the biological individual died is something specific and finite that can be established as a matter of truth.
Obviously, the discipline of English literature is more interested in those ranges of things to be said about Jane Austen that are infinite than in those that are finite. The specifiable date of her death is uninteresting compared to the infinitely evolving meanings of Pride and Prejudice. This does not mean that canons for rigorous thinking about the latter are not possible; any extensive reading of work in literary studies will persuade one quickly to the contrary. But the computational task of the algorithm that is literary research taken as a whole is not the task of finding, as efficiently as possible, the truth about Pride and Prejudice or even about Jane Austen. The task is rather something like "maximally filling the space of possible interpretations" or "not losing sight for too long of any given region of the space of possible interpretations" or something like that. That is, the computational criterion we must optimize has something to do with comprehensiveness and richness rather than with rapidity of convergence.
A similar argument applies to all library-research based fields: literary studies, musicology, art history, history, and the library-based parts of sociology, political science, and anthropology. In all of them, the overall thing library-researchers aim to optimize is not a "truth," but a richness and plenitude of interpretations. At any given time, one or another school may focus attention in one part of the space. But in the long run, unvisited regions are always returned to cultivation, and plenitude again and again achieved. In practice, this may look like rediscovering the wheel, but it is, I believe, the ideal of a set of disciplines whose focus is less on the true than on the meaningful.
Although specifying such a criterion of meaningfulness or plenitude is of course a long task, I should underscore that the reason library research takes the shape I have outlined here -a neural net of highly trained processors making local adjustments in the web of meaning -is that this is the optimal way to produce knowledge about the propagation of meaning in human systems.
Indeed, we employ the same strategy when we study meaning "in the wild" rather than recorded in the library -that is, when we do anthropological In short, the reason library research looks the way it does is not that we haven't had the tools to be efficient about it, but rather that library research aims to accomplish something rather different than does standard research. It is not interested in creating a model of reality based on fixed meanings and then querying reality whether this model is right or wrong. It does not ultimately seek a correspondence between what it argues and a "real world." Rather, it seeks to contribute to an evolving conversation about what human activity means. Its premise is that the real world has no inherent or single meaning, but becomes what we make it. Individual works can best contribute to that conversation if they combine a coherence of individual vision with a tolerance of reinterpretation. They require solidity in themselves but also must facilitate their own reuse in other contexts. The system of knowledge so produced aims to find the largest possible universe of human meanings. On the way, it will turn up oceans of Rankean facts. But they are just a means to another end.
III Implications
Having shown that library research is a "technological" -in the sense of cognitively legitimate -approach to thinking about human affairs, I would now like to turn to the implications of my argument for libraries and library research going forward.
The first and by far most important of these is that given that library research is not aimed at finding correspondences between models and the world but at space-filling or some other criterion of plenitude, it is by no means clear that increasing the efficiency of library research will improve its overall quality. For example, it is not clear that increasing the speed of access to library materials by orders of magnitude has improved the quality of library-based research. This would follow at once if convergence on correspondence between model and reality were the aim of library research, but given that it is not, there's no necessary reason why faster should be better. Going also is a huge of amount of random variation introduced by the physical character of library artifacts. Books must be divided into pages, pages into lines. Each of these divisions creates a random emphasis -how many of us thumbing through a dictionary have been caught by two or three head words before we get where we want, and led thereby to some minor discovery! The same kinds of random emphases are created by physical shelving -the importance of books at (varying) eye-heights, the importance of books at the ends of stacks that are visible from the corridor as one walks by, and so on.
All of this, ultimately, disappears in the Googlification of the library. (It could be artificially imposed, to be sure, but the mistaken ethic of efficiency militates against it.) Yet in fact all of this randomization introduced by the physical nature of the artifacts is probably quite important in the computational architecture of library research. Indeed, it is physical proximity that produces the famous episodes of serendipity with which library researchers love to entertain opponents of the library. But these stories, which emphasize the extraordinary nature of the book pulled by accident off a nearby shelf, convey a mistaken impression. As I have argued earlier, browsing and the consequent production of serendipitous insight are a constant presence in library work, not an exceptional one. But that constant background browsing only works because the library is a highly ordered physical and indexed system that is cut by thousands of random cuts. It is this superposition of random cuts on a highly ordered substrate that makes library browsing so constantly productive.
This argument makes it clear why "efficient" search is actually dangerous. The more technology allows us to find exactly what we want the more we lose this browsing power. But library research, as any real adept knows, consists in the first instance in knowing, when you run across something suddenly interesting, that you ought to have wanted to look for it in the first place. Library research is almost never a matter of looking for known items. But looking for known items is the true -indeed the only -glory of the technological library. The technological library thus helps us do something faster but it is something we almost never want to do and, furthermore, it strips us in the process of much of the randomness-in-order on which browsing naturally feeds. In this sense, the technologized library is a disaster. (I have tried to insist that my university library design its new remote access system for rarely used materials to deliver the wrong item one out of twenty times. But my librarians are skeptical.)
There are other dangers in the shift to concordance and other simplified forms of indexing as opposed to human-based subject indexing. There is still no automated indexing system that compares with human indexing as a means of creating new meanings and connections. Keyword indexing -more properly called concordance indexing -is a blunt instrument indeed. Even the newer "word cloud" index systems have many pathologies, as was discovered thirty years ago when anthropologists like Roy D'Andrade first started using them (see Burton 1973 for a review). They're very visual -which appeals to a new generationbut their actual connection with the meaning systems they index is often problematic. And unless they are changed from passive clustering systems to actively intelligent systems, they are all subject to the problem noted above, that they can only deliver the same set of things to whomever queries them similarly. That they do this quickly and effectively just means that much less randomness, that many fewer occasions for new insight. Of course they do permit certain kinds of discoveries. Concordance-cloud techniques were used almost forty years ago to discover the order in which the works of Plato were written (Boneva 1971) . But the order in which the works of Plato were written, although an interesting Rankean fact, is not why those works are the subject of dozens of new books year after year.
The Plato story is a parable of the new library. It is indeed true that the new technologies enable us to do many things faster than ever before. It is indeed true that those technologies enable us to do some kinds of things that we have never done before. But neither of these things means that the current technology really revolutionizes library research. It is a wonderful new tool when well handled, but most of its direct effects on library research are mixed or deleterious. And the ideology behind much of it -that it somehow enables unskilled workers suddenly to produce high quality work -is simple anti-intellectualism. and so on. And we created another index of cutting-edge electronic useconsulting an on-line bibliographical tool, downloading data from a government data website, using an on-line reference system, and so on. And much to everyone's surprise the correlation between these two things was not only substantial and positive at the group level -graduate students did both of these things much more than did undergraduates -but also at the individual level. In fact the correlation was about 0.5. There is thus no evidence of substitution of one kind of use for another. Quite the reverse, among the young people using our library, it is the heavy physical users of the library who use electronic sources the most, and the heavy electronic users who use physical resources the most. What this says plainly is that there are heavy research library users and non-heavy, "study-hall" users. And the heavy users use whatever they can get their hands on; scholarship advances on electronic and physical fronts at once. It's obvious, once you think of it; a good student will pursue all means to success. It's the bad students who take the easy way home. FN 4. Several "standard research" readers of this manuscript have objected that "of course we also have and do those things" (i.e., the kinds of sources, practices, and structures I argue characterize library research). As an empirical statement, this is of course true. Standard researchers do plenty of pattern searching and random access and other things that I shall argue characterize library research. But these are not part of the ideal they teach their students nor are they part of the organizing reality of their research programs or of the criteria by which they judge proposals as members of funding panels. In those activities they are quite clear about enforcing the formal picture given in the preceding section. In fact, then, their reason for claiming that "we do it too" is to assert overall jurisdiction over "scientific method" and to assert that their brand of it is the only one. It is the central assertion of this paper that that claim is false.
FN 5. Keywords, in the classical sense, are a short number of (subject) index words that are assigned by a human coder to a particular text. They may or may not occur in that text, and they are, typically, part of a controlled vocabulary that enables the retrieval of effectively concentrated bibliographies. Since they are often assigned by authors themselves, they amount to authorial steering of future readers. Obviously, keyword indexing in this sense contains far more information for the scholar than does indexing by simple words that occur in a text, even when this latter is supplemented by quantity information. I use the name "concordance indexing" for this indexing by words in the text -which confusingly was called keyword out of context (KWOC) indexing even when the original sense of "keyword" still survived.
There is nothing "key" about the keywords in KWOC indexing. Calling concordance indexing "keyword" indexing is like calling oleomargarine butter. 
